
UBC BUSINESS WRITING

Create clear, convincing and memorable business communications targeted at diverse audiences. Practise writing
persuasively, clearly and concisely, and learn .

The workshops that are offered provide practical tools in business, communications, and project management
through experiential learning from industry professionals in an interactive environment, arming graduate
students for success within or beyond academia. In addition, students complete several in-class activities that
focus on realistic business communication situations. Priority will be given to UBC graduate students
registered in the current academic session. It builds on skills covered in COMM Business Writing :
researching ideas, organizing findings and presenting information in a logical, audience-focused manner.
Registration Information Registration is required and is now open. These sections are suitable for students
who prefer some flexibility, and have the discipline to work on their own with limited guidance. These five
assignments are supplemented in the classroom by numerous activities intended to provide students with
practice and feedback on their developing oral communication skills. In some cases, even these sources may
not reveal much information. Citing About the Business Case Assignment The Business Case assignment
requires you to explore a small to medium sized company that is operating in British Columbia and to write a
report about its specific business problem, available options and the most ideal solution. Arts One, a minimum
of 18 cr. As of September , COMM is a compulsory course for obtaining a BCom degree from Sauder, and it
is offered to third and fourth year students only. Words when to visualize data Organizing Content: Top-down
vs. Learning objectives Speak confidently in front of others on a broad range of topics. This workshop will
help all professionals hone their writing skills using proven techniques and processes. Regardless of your
comfort or skill level, you can benefit from learning techniques to entice your readers and achieve your goals.
Through their participation, participants will shape their approach to strategically creating clear written
communication in a professional setting. If you experience any difficulty using the online registration tool,
please e-mail graduate. Graduate students, please register through the Graduate Pathways to Success Program.
Development of effective communication skills is the link that connects both courses. Those successfully
registered will receive a confirmation email from the PDFO one week prior to the workshop. Create
audience-focused presentations that are interesting, informative, persuasive and engaging. Refer to our
Company Research Guide , which includes: Guidelines in identifying private companies Resources on articles
and journals Canadian rankings of companies Refer to our Vancouver and Local Area information Guide ,
which includes: Business and economic development of BC Current articles and news on local businesses
Sources of demographics for Vancouver, Metro Vancouver and other BC municipalities and regions.
Regardless of your comfort or skill level, you can benefit from learning techniques to entice your readers and
achieve your goals. Learn personal strategies for dealing with stage fright. These sections have the same
objectives, format and workload as the traditional COMM sections. Mitacs Step offers a holistic,
inter-disciplinary approach to professional skills development. By the end of this course, students should be
able to: communicate effectively to different audiences using appropriate tone and style. The course is built
around four assignments, all of which require planning, researching, and writing a short, professional-quality
document. If we are able to fill your spot from the waiting list, you will not be charged. Words when to
visualize data Organizing Content: Top-down vs. Through their participation, participants will shape their
approach to strategically creating clear written communication in a professional setting. After registering, you
will receive confirmation and additional event details within 2 business days. Of the five main assignments,
four are individual presentations and one is a group assignment. The most important element, however, is your
active engagement and participation. The assignments are based on realistic business scenarios: presenting
information, presenting a persuasive argument, making a statement of personal significance, making an
impromptu speech, and presenting findings and observations about an actual company group project. Design
visually attractive presentation slides that enhance your talk. We will use a variety of learning methodologies
including lectures, visual aids, case studies, class discussions, self-assessments, feedback, and experiential
activities. Short-listed finalists are then invited to compete in front of an audience, delivering both prepared
and impromptu presentations. Non-UBC graduate students and postdoctoral fellows wanting to register should
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e-mail graduate.


